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Unmatched 360° panoramic view over more than
200 mountain peaks.
The Schilthorn of the Jungfraujoch region offers pure mountain magic. Not only film stars get
their money’s worth at this former shooting location for a James Bond movie: Holders of a Swiss
Travel Pass enjoy the ride up to Schilthorn free of charge.
Even the ride up the mountain is impressive: From Interlaken by train to Lauterbrunnen and onwards by bus, guests
travel to the Stechelberg lower terminal in the Lauterbrunnental Valley. Then, passengers glide towards the Schilthorn
in panoramic cabins, passing sheer rock faces and roaring waterfalls on the way. The arrival at the summit reveals
a stunning panoramic view of the high Alpine mountain world, including the UNESCO World Heritage site with Eiger,
Mönch and Jungfrau. The Schilthorn is perfect for day trips or half-day trips.

History
Early on, the impressive Schilthorn summit was a well-known destination among mountaineers. As a result, the vision
to make the Schilthorn accessible also to non-mountaineers emerged. However, the mountain’s geological realities
presented formidable challenges to engineers. Thus, it was not until the 1960s that cableway technology had advanced
far enough to allow the opening up of the Schilthorn to a wider public.
On 12 June 1967, the time had finally arrived for the Schilthorn Railway to enter into operation. There were not enough
funds, however, to complete the summit station. Here is where the most famous of all secret agents comes in:
James Bond.
The producers of the movie “On her Majesty’s Secret Service” were looking for a shooting location higher than 3,000
meters a.s.l. accessible only by cableway. The Schilthorn Railway and the production company came to the following
agreement: The Schilthorn Railway would make the location available and the producers would pay for the completion
of the summit building. The filmmakers were free to style the interior of the revolving restaurant according to their needs.
Thanks to the solid and durable construction methods, many features have survived to this day and look exactly the
way they did back then.
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Highlights on the Schilthorn.
The following activities and sights wait to be explored on the Schilthorn:

Bond World.
Between October 1968 and May 1969, the Schilthorn saw the shooting of the legendary
007 movie “On Her Majesty’s Secret Service”. Since summer 2013, the interactive exhibition
BOND WORLD has carried visitors away to the world of the secret agent. This experience
is fully covered by the Swiss Travel Pass.

007 Walk of Fame.
On the world’s first 007 WALK OF FAME, the cast and crew of the movie “On Her Majesty’s Secret
Service” got the chance to perpetuate themselves. For everybody involved in the 1969 Bond
movie, an information plate with a picture, signature and handprint was created on the Schilthorn.
The plates form a tour leading from the summit building to the viewing platform Piz Gloria View
and back again.

360° restaurant Piz Gloria.
True mountain enthusiasts visit the world’s first revolving mountain restaurant: Within 45 minutes,
the comfortable 360° restaurant Piz Gloria revolves once around itself. In the Bond movie, the
restaurant played a leading part and received the name “Piz Gloria”, which has stuck to this day.
The restaurant with table service offers a wide selection of snacks, beverages and regional dishes.

Touch the Snow.
Project 2019. Snow for 365 days a year: access to the permanent snow surface on the Schilthorn’s
northern slope with information about the permafrost. Your personal snow experience all year
round.

Skyline Walk, Birg.
The panoramic platform SKYLINE WALK opens up completely new perspectives: Built as an
extension of the Birg terrace, the platform leads over a vertical precipice and reveals the view
of the panorama as well as the seemingly bottomless deep. Thrills guaranteed!
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Thrill Walk, Birg.
The THRILL WALK leads down into the vertical rock faces of the imposing massive. Visitors
inch along a 200-metre long cliff walk. A real adrenaline kick and an adventure of pure mountain
magic! For Swiss Travel Pass holders, the thrill is available for free.

James Bond Brunch.
Brunching like a secret agent. In the 360° restaurant, the James Bond Brunch leaves nothing
to be desired. The all-you-can-eat buffet offers various delicacies from regional production.
All of it against the backdrop of the spectacular Alpine mountain panorama! Daily until 14.00h.

Summer activities.
Flower Trail – Allmendhubel.
The “flowery tour” for young and old! The educational trail offers visitors 150 different species
of mountain flowers to explore: Gentian, Alpenrose and Edelweiss, to name but a few. The
20-minute tour starts right at the panoramic restaurant Allmendhubel.

Flower Park – Allmendhubel.
The adventure playground at the Allmendhubel transports you to a fantasy world of giant alpine
flowers, grasses and oversized insects.

Hiking.
The area Mürren-Schilthorn is the ideal starting point for numerous scenic hiking tours. The
combination of fascinating biodiversity and the fantastic view of the snow-capped Bernese
Alps is one of a kind.
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Winter activities.
Steepest slope in the Jungfrau area.
Piste no 10 guarantees record speed plus adrenaline kick. With a gradient of 75 ‰, it is the
steepest slope in the Jungfrau area. The downhill ride starts at the Schilthorn summit and
leads towards Engetal – the ultimate winter kick.

Skyline Snowpark.
The SKYLINE SNOWPARK is the perfect place for free-style skiers and snowboarders. Numerous
kickers, rails and boxes enable spectacular jumps and adrenaline kicks on every level.

Igloo Village.
During the winter season, the Igloo Village with its gastronomy offer and exhibition igloos invites
people to linger. Enjoy a cheese fondue or a drink and discover the 007-themed décor in the
show igloo.

Ski movie.
Speedy skiing on video. In the Schilthorn skiing area, guests can have their own downhill skiing
recorded at the ski movie slope – simply by swiping their ski pass over the sensor at the start
cabin of the ski lift Maulerhubel: and off they go! Film download at schilthorn.ch

Sledging safari.
Perfect for winter sports enthusiasts: the wide, sunny sledging route Apollo. The funicular comfortably takes snow fans to the Allmendhubel. From there, they enjoy a speedy ride through a bob
run, over the Sonnenberg and to the Schiltgrat lift. From there, a chair lift leads back to the start
of the sledging route Apollo. A wide, sunny path leads to Schiltalp and back down into the valley.
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Facts und Figures.
Accessibility

■■

■■

Timetable

Travel duration

Year-round operation, from Stechelberg or Mürren, every 30 minutes
Revision of seciong Mürren – Schilthorn: 23 to 26 April 2019 and 1 November to
06 December 2019
schilthorn.ch/en/Infos/Timetable__and__Tariff
■■
■■

Eating and drinking
Accommodation

By train from Interlaken Ost to Lauterbrunnen, continuing by PostBus to the valley station
Stechelberg
or
By train from Interlaken Ost to Lauterbrunnen and by cableway to the Grütschalp. From there
by train to Mürren and by cableway to the Schilthorn

■■
■■
■■
■■

From Stechelberg 32 minutes to the summit
From Mürren 17 minutes to the summit
Schilthorn (2,970 metres a.s.l.): 360° restaurant Piz Gloria, Skyline take away
Birg (2,677 metres a.s.l.): Bistro Birg
Allmendhubel (1,907 metres a.s.l.): Panorama restaurant
Mürren (1,638 metres a.s.l.): Hotel Alpenruh ***, Skyline shop & bar

Ticket information
Ticket

Route & Fare
Interlaken Ost  –  Schilthorn
(via Stechelberg)

Swiss Travel Pass
Swiss Travel Pass Flex
Swiss Travel Pass Youth

included

Swiss Half Fare Card

CHF 36.60 single ticket
CHF 64.50 return trip

Children 6 –15.99 years with Swiss Family
Card

free of charge

Without discount

CHF 73.20 single ticket
CHF 129 return trip

Eurail

CHF 56.20 single ticket
CHF 99.20 return trip

Interrail

CHF 56.20 single ticket
CHF 99.20 return trip

 ares from Wilderswil, Lauterbrunnen, Stechelberg and Mürren as well as special tickets at:
F
schilthorn.ch/ticket
Points-of-sale

■■

■■

At all international Swiss Travel System points-of-sale:
mystsnet.com/wheretobuy
At every Swiss train station
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➁ Mountain View Trail
The name of this trail says it all. This hike leads over alp
meadows and through forests from the Allmendhubel to
Grütschalp. Enjoy the best views of the mountains surrounding the Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau peaks.
Degree of difficulty: medium, time: 2 h

➀ Northface Trail
The well-signposted Northface Trail presents no problems for
walkers with appropriate footwear. Its outstanding feature is
the breathtaking view of the impressive, often snow-capped
north faces of the Bernese Alps. 12 information panels along
the trail document the history of these mountains.
Degree of difficulty: medium, time: 2 h 30 min.

➃ Birg – Grauseeli – Birg
This relatively easy hike takes you from Birg station over the
Seewlifuhre down to Grauseeli. The scenic setting of the
lake and the way its surface mirrors the mountains provide a
fantastic photo opportunity in an unspoilt natural landscape.
Degree of difficulty: medium, time: 2 h

➂ Flower Trail
The botanical tour for young and old! This trail circles the
Allmendhubel in around 20 minutes, on a wide path that is
suitable for children‘s strollers. In summer, you can observe
up to 150 different mountain flowers.
Degree of difficulty: easy, time: 20 min.

➅ Gimmelwald – Tanzboden – Oberhornsee – Stechelberg
This long hike is very demanding, but your exertion will be
rewarded with stunning views and the idyllically situated
Oberhornsee. This tour is recommended for experienced
hikers only!
Degree of difficulty: challenging, time: 8 h

➄ Mürren – Blumental – Allmendhubel
Starting at Mürren station, the trail leads past grazing cattle
through the picture-pretty Blumental to the Allmendhubel.
Undertaking this hike in the opposite direction is a little easier.
Degree of difficulty: easy, time: 1 h 15 min.

➆ Via ferrata (K3) . www.klettersteig-muerren.ch
Follow the lower village road from Mürren station to the
Sportchalet (village centre). The entrance to the via ferrata
is located to the south of the supporting walls of the tennis
courts. Open between mid-June and end of October.
Degree of difficulty: challenging, time: 3 h

